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KERALA ROLLS OUT 'BIO-BUBBLE' MODEL TO REVIVE
TOURISM. CHECK DETAILS

Relevant for: Developmental Issues | Topic: Health & Sanitation and related issues

All tourism centres in Kerala re-opened on Monday and will be accessible to tourists who have
administered at least the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine

Thiruvananthapuram: With the opening of tourism centres in Kerala after several months owing
to the Covid-19 pandemic, the state Tourism Department has rolled out a "bio-bubble" model to
protect tourists from the infection

What is a bio-bubble model?

"Bio-bubbles" are sanitized, safe and secure environments and people within them who are
likely to come into contact with tourists are vaccinated. Only COVID-vaccinated staff will handle
tourists from the time they arrive in the state right up to their destination. The model is said to
create protective layers of mostly inoculated service. According to Kerala Tourism Minister PA
Mohammed Riyas, the protective ring of the "bio-bubble" will ensure that tourists landing in any
airport in Kerala are met with only vaccinated ground staff.

"From the airport, they can drive to their chosen destinations in cabs, provided by accredited
tour operators, whose drivers are all vaccinated. The same goes for the hotels, resorts or
homestays they stay during their holiday, where the staff are vaccinated," Kerala Tourism
Minister PA Mohammed Riyas, ANI reported.

All tourism centres in Kerala re-opened on Monday and will be accessible to tourists who have
administered at least the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine, or possessing a negative RTPCR test
certificate taken before 72 hours. This applies to hotels, resorts, homestays, houseboats and
open spaces of tourist interest.

Meanwhile, Kerala on Wednesday reported 23,500 fresh COVID cases pushing the total
infection caseload to 36,10,193, with the number of people succumbing to the virus rising to
18,120 with 116 more deaths.
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